TRAK Race Day Covid-19 Procedures & Guidelines
With structured racing events organized by the Toronto Racing Association of Karters set to resume, the staff at
Goodwood Kartways will continue to operate the facility within a very controlled environment, with safety
remaining the number-one priority.
The following temporary procedures and guidelines are currently in place for all TRAK events:
We understand that some of these items may be inconvenient, but these are the rules set forth by officials and
must be followed so we can continue racing into the 2020 season. Participants must read and become familiar
with all documents related to visiting the track prior to setting out. If you have any questions and/or concerns
please visit goodwoodkartways.com or email daniel@goodwoodkartways.com.
* Gates will open at a pre-determined time indicated within the Event details.
*ALL vehicles will enter using the North Entrance only. Passenger vehicles will proceed to park in the North Parking
Lot while tow vehicles and trailers will line-up and be assigned a paddock spot when the gates open. Priority will be
given to those who have dedicated pit spots and then on a first come first serve basis. Your cooperation is greatly
appreciated.
* All pit spaces will be required to have one empty space between the next team and/or driver. No passenger cars
or tow vehicles may be parked in these empty spaces. They need to remain empty and all passenger vehicles must
be parked in the North paddock. We ask that everyone be economical with the space they consume as we are
losing spaces due to the distancing rules. Please contact daniel@goodwoodkartways.com to make special requests
if you need a large space, etc.
* Registration will be open on-site. Access to the registration office will be controlled.
* Drivers are required to come into registration with completed forms. Click HERE for the Registration Form. Click
HERE for the Waivers. Click HERE for the Pre-technical Inspection Form.
* All racers and crew must practice social distancing. We ask that participants stay within their dedicated paddock
space whenever possible. We will have a dedicated staff member on-site monitoring and enforcing the need for
social distancing. Please stay 6ft apart.
* Driver’s briefing will be conducted over the PA system. This will allow for participants to spread out accordingly.
Attendance is mandatory.
* Each entry will be able to have one pitpass for a mechanic/helper/parent/guardian. In the event the driver is a
minor, an additional pitpass can be requested. No spectators are allowed. The event will be closed to the public.
* Only one crew member will be allowed on the grid with their driver and the grid traffic will be arranged to flow
only one way as best we can. The grid must be cleared once karts are in their designated starting spot and at the
direction of the Grid Marshal.
* It is mandatory to wear a mask in the restricted areas such as grid, scales and tech. Driver’s are exempt IF they
have their helmets on. You will not have access to the Grid if these rules aren’t followed.
*Washrooms will be restricted to one person at a time. Thank you for your patience.
* Snack bar will be open on race days through a side take-out window only. No traffic in the Club House.

